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Kate Kulig's Bloody Murder is the first installment in her series of the same name. The title refers to the name
of the mystery bookstore owned by the protagonist, Zofia Smith, who comes downstairs from her apartment
above the shop to find a man stabbed to death on the stairway.
Investigators are unable to link the explosion killing Abby Thomas, Nori and Ling Iwasaki to the brutal murder
the same night of Dr. Wayne Thomas, Lisa’s father. Introverted Lisa, of American descent, is now being raised
by the modest Japanese Iwasakis, who lost their only two daughters in the house fire.
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Takagi Fujimaru may seem like a regular high school student, but behind the cheery facade lies a genius hacker
by the name of Falcon. When his father is framed for a murder, Falcon uses his brilliant hacking skills to try and
protect his sister and clear his father's name.
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When it appeared in 1972 'Bloody Murder' was greeted as the classic study of crime fiction, a book "heartily
recommended to anyone who has ever enjoyed a detective story or a crime novel" as Kingsley Amis wrote.
It’s the summer of 1879, and Annie Fuller, a young San Francisco widow, is in trouble. Annie’s husband
squandered her fortune before committing suicide five years earlier, and one of his creditors is now threatening
to take the boardinghouse she owns to pay off a debt.
Photojournalist by trade, distillery owner by blood, and amateur sleuth by necessity, Abigail Logan learns that
murder can’t stay bottled up forever in this charming Whisky Business Mystery. It’s been three months since
Abi Logan last checked in on Abbey Glen, the celebrated whisky distillery she inherited.
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